In this course, you will be introduced to the capabilities and concepts of metrics. Running, creating, and managing queries, reports, charts, and dashboards will be covered. You will complete PTC University Proficiency skills assessment questions for each topic. These questions are used to help reinforce your understanding of the course topics. This course has been developed using Integrity 11 F000.

Course Objectives

- Understand queries
- Manage queries
- Run queries
- Apply a Query Filter
- Modify a Quick Query
- Use the Query Builder
- Create a Named Query
- Modify a Named Query
- Understand reports, charts, and dashboards
- Manage reports, charts, and dashboards
- Run reports, charts, and dashboards
- Create reports, charts, and dashboards
- Edit reports, charts, and dashboards
- Use Text Search
- Review Favorites
- Create comparison reports
- Understand preconfigured reports, charts, and dashboards
Prerequisites

- Items with Integrity 11 or equivalent

Audience

- This course is intended for Integrity users who work with queries, reports, charts, dashboards, text searches, and favorites. People in related roles will also benefit from taking this course.
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